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Abstract-Automatic cervical cancer screening based on pap

smear images is a highly effective tool where the cells are 

categorized into normal and abnormal. However, success of 

most automation tool depends on the accurate extraction of 

features from the pap-smear images that represent some 

discriminative characteristics between these two categories of 

cells. In this paper, we described the designing protocols for 

creation of a new pap-smear image dataset entitled as AGMC-TU 

Pap-Smear Cytological Image Dataset. The dataset comprises of 

50 normal and 50 abnormal pap-smear images belonging to ethnic 

and non-ethnic populations of low resource cervical cancer prone 

regions. Moreover, ground truths of suspicious nucleus regions 

are annotated in terms of pixel oriented binary masks are also 

provided with the dataset. Analysis of our dataset includes a 

conventional (i.e., shape features) and deep feature based study of 

pap-smear images by dividing them into two major groups: 

normal and abnormal. Outcome of the analysis clearly 

differentiates normal and abnormal pap-smear images. 

Index Terms--Cervical Cancer; AGMC-TU Pap-Smear 

Cytological Image Dataset; Feature Analysis; Classification; 

Performance Evaluation 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Cancer incidence and mortality rates continue to rise 
globally. Among all cancers, cervical cancer or cervix uteri 
carcinoma is the second most frequent cancer in women after 
breast cancer representing 6.6% of all female cancer across the 
globe [ 1]. It is due to the abnormal growth of cell tissues in the 
cervix region of female that are spread to the other part of the 
body. The risk of developing these abnormal changes is 
connected with an infectious virus called Human Papilloma 
Virus (HPV) [2]. According to a report on Cancer Burden in 
North-East (NE) India, the death incidence rate of cervical 
cancer is still high as compared to the rest of India [3]. The 
reason for this is low awareness of lifestyle choices and failure 
of early detection. Different types of cancer control programs 
are organized in different places of NE India. But these 
programs are not sufficient to cure cancer from the root and few 
rural places are still not covered by these government organized 
programs [4]. Apart from this, there is a severe lack of 
oncologist experts and hospital infrastructures for people who 
are affected by cervical cancer. 

In general, any cervix abnormality takes 10-12 years for pre
cancerous stage to progress to cervical cancer [5]. Thus cervical 
cancer is curable if the patient is treated properly at an early 
stage. Due to the improving medical imaging technology, 
cervical cytology (i.e., conventional pap test) is considered to 
be one of the supreme popular screening test for early detection 
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of cervical cancer and has significant impact in developing 
countries for effective reduction in death rate [6]. However, 
clinical examination of cervical cytological images (i.e., pap
smear images) are performed manually which are usually 
labour-intensive, time consuming and strongly subjective 
biased. Therefore, automatic detection methods can effectively 
relieve the laborious tasks required by clinical experts and 
meanwhile reducing the subjective human errors (i.e., observer 
independent). Some other benefits for automation of cervical 
cancer screening are: 

- Cost Effective: The automatic detection system is cost 
effective compared to other medical processes because no 
pathologists or clinical experts are required for detection 
process. 

- Less Time Consuming: Generally, manual screening of 
vast amount of medical data requires more time. This 
problem can be solve by automating screening technique, 
which is more accurate, efficient and reliable result. 

To automate the screening methods, detection and 
localization of cell nucleus from the holistic pap-smear images 
is an evitable task because there is a significant changes in the 
structural information of the abnormal cells in contrast to the 
normal cells. Numerous approaches [6]-[13] are proposed in 
the literature for automatic detection and classification of pap 
smear images. In contrast, now a days, automatic screening of 
cervical cancer are stucked by the limitations of feature design 
and selection of discriminative features. This is because pap
smear images often suffers from low contrast, noise and 
ambiguity. Moreover, depending upon the fact that detection of 
abnormality in cervical cells is a challenging task for human 
experts, potentiality of describing cell abnormality may lie in 
high level features of pap-smear images but this has been less 
understood. Recognizing the impact of vision based screening 
of cervical cancer to the research community and medical 
experts, our contributions are summarized below: 

1. The paper describes designing protocol and 
characteristics of AGMC-TU Pap-Smear Cytological 
Image Dataset collected from asymptomatic female 
population of low resource region oflndia (i.e., Tripura). 
The dataset can be used by research community for non
commercial use on request available at [14]. 

2. Along with the proposed dataset, we annotated the ground 
truths of the suspicious nucleus regions of normal and 
abnormal cell images in the form of binary masks. 

* Both the second and third authors have equally contributed in the manuscript. 
# Corresp:mding Author 
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3. The paper compares and contrast the efficiency of the 
segmentation methods for nucleus regions (i.e., region of 
interests in pap-smear images) segmentation so as to 
identify and select the most outer performed method for 
abstraction of conventional shape features from the 
holistic pap-smear images. 

4. Moreover, the potentiality of conventional shape features 
and Deep Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) as a 
fixed feature extraction method for pap-smear cells 
classification (i.e., in terms of normal and abnormal cells) 
from the holistic pap-smear images and segmented 
nucleus region of pap-smear images have been evaluated. 

Paper Outline. Section II elaborately describes our 
proposed AGMC-TU Pap-Smear Cytological Image Dataset. 
Section III describes the analysis of pap-smear images for 
normal and abnormal pap-smear cell image classification. And 
finally, the paper is concluded in section IV. 

II. MATERIALS: AGMC-TU PAP-SMEAR CYTOLOGICAL 
IMAGE DATASET 

In this section, we will provide detailed description of 
designing issues and other acquisition factors of the AGMC
TU Pap-Smear Cytological Image Dataset. 

A. Designing Issues and Acquisition Factors 
To gather significant information from health related data, it 

is very much essential to maintain a standard protocol for 
dataset acquisition. For effective acquisition, we have 
considered several necessary components such as pre
analytical patient preparation, patient information form, 
collection of pap-smear cells, cell staining and the microscopic 
imagery system. Each of this components is described 
elaborately. 

Pre-analytical Patient Preparation. To ensure the 
qualitative processing of cell specimens, female patients from 
the North-East Indian population those are suspect to have 
cervical abnormality are instructed to follow 
guidelines and necessary steps before the pap test, such as: 

- Avoid pap-test during the menstrual cycle. To get the best 
result, pap-test was performed in the middle of the 
patient's cycle, 10-20 days after the first day of patient's 
menstrual period. 

- Avoid sexual intercourse and wash of vagina/ cervix 
region 48 hours prior the pap-test. 

- For women undergoing treatments, the procedure may 
cause cervical or vaginal infection and a wait period is 
recommended to perform the pap-test. 

Patient Information Form. On the day of pap-test, a form 
is filled up by each patient which includes personal information 
(i.e., name, age, height, weight, contact address, etc.) and 
background information in connection to the disease (i.e., 
duration of disease, indications (if any), history of cervical 

TABLE I 
OVERALL STATISTICS AND CLINICO-DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION OF AGMC

TU PAP-SMEAR CYTOLOGICAL IMAGE DATASET 
Patient Parameters Normal {10} Abnormal {10} 

Age: <35 7 I 
35-50 2 6 
>50 I 3 
Tobacco Consumption 2 6 
Menarche Age: <12 2 
At 12 6 2 
>12 6 
Age of Marriage: <18 Years 7 
>�18 Years 9 
Number of Children: 1-2 8 
>2 2 7 
Oral Contraceptives Intake 

Overweight 4 6 
Multiple Sexual Partners 4 
Family Risto� of Cervical Cancer 

cancer in her family, medical and pathological tests undergone 
previously, surgeries (if any), etc.). 

Collection of Pap smear Cells. During the Pap test, medical 
expert uses a vaginal speculum (i.e., metallic Cusco's speculum) 
which separates the walls of the vagina for careful inspection 
of cervix region. Then, using an Ayre's spatula, medical expert 
gently fixes the cervix surface to collect the cells and a 
cytobrush is used to collect the cells from the inner part of the 
cervix region that flows towards uterus. 

Cells Fixation and Staining. After collecting the cells, 
medical expert spreads the cells onto a glass slide and staining 
is performed for identification of features related to nucleus 
region. Additionally, rapid fixation of the pap-smear slides are 
needed so as to retain the cell details and further avoid the 
drying out of the smears. In our study, Ethanol or spray fixative 
in polyethylene glycol formulation is used for cell fixation. 
After that Haematoxylin and Polychromic stains are used to 
stain the nucleus and cytoplasm regions respectively. After 
staining, clearing is performed in xylol so as to produce cellular 
transparency before mounting. And finally, DPX is used for 
cell mounting that is a combination of plasticizer, xylene, and 
distyrene. 

Capturing Pap Smear Images using Light Microscope. 

After the cell staining process, samples are observed under the 
light microscope, equipped with a compact digital camera. In 
this study, sample images are taken randomly through a 
OLYMPUS SP 350 digital camera which has 8 megapixels 
resolution with an aperture range of F2.8 to F4.9 and 8mm (38 
mm equivalent) zoom wide, adapted to a OLYMPUS CX41 
light microscope which has eyepiece of F.N. 20 along with 
6V/30W halogen light source and UIS2 (Universal Infinity
corrected) optical system. Finally, images are stored in .jpg 
format of 132x 158 pixels. 

Fig. I. AGMC-TV Pap-Smear Cytological Image Dataset (a) Original Pap-Smear Cells; (b) Corresponding Ground Truth Images 
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TABLE II 
PERFORMANCE EV ALU AT! ON OF THE SEGMENTATION ALGORITHMS FOR ACCURATE SEGMENTATION OF REGION OF lNTEREST (NUCLEUS REGION) 

-----Similarity Measurement--------------------------------------
Segmentation Methods Parameters Setting 

___ JI _____________ 
D

SC ___________ 
MSE Re Pr FM ACC 

K-Means [17] c 2 0.6969 0.7316 0.1024 0.5838 0.7747 0.8335 0.8117 
c M [18] c�2; m�l.5 0.7039 0.7612 0.0962 0.7419 0.9201 0.8393 0.9050 Fuzzy - eans 

[!9] T�U 0.7315 0.7631 0.0819 0.7779 0.9237 0.8521 0.9241 RegionGrowing 
15 0.7563 0.8521 0.0758 0.7953 0.9548 0.9008 0.9406 Mean Shift [

[
2

2
0
1

]
] 

SR�23; RR�J3; w� 
0.3941 0.4359 0.1563 0.5558 0.6921 0.6752 0.8093 Otsu's Thresholding T�50 
0.8955 0.9259 0.0030 0.9228 0.9511 0.9454 0.9768 Active Contour Model [

[
��l a�];�� I; y�l.2 

0.7142 0.7398 0.1024 0.6053 0.7852 0.8563 0.8703 FODPSO 
[24] �=i 0.6902 0.7103 0.1078 0.5794 0.7639 0.8157 0.8117 i� [25] T� 10 0.4832 0.5289 0.1503 0.5623 0.7428 0.7026 0.8095 

l Models are used for Testing 0.7001 0.7493 0.0800 0.7380 0.8983 0.8103 0.8967 SegNet [26 
o 7890 0 9401 0.8579 0.9376 U-Net f27l Models are used for Testing 0.7385 0.8503 0.0679 . . 

. . . Bold Face- Most Outer Performed SegmentatiOn Method, JI- Jaccard Index, DSC- Dice Similarity Ccx=:fficient; �SE- Mean Square E�o:; �e- R�?all; �� P�ec1s{
1
oni 

FM- F-Measure; ACC- Accuracy; c- Cluster Number; m- Degree of Fuzziness; T- Threshold; SR- Spatial Resolutwn; RR- Range Reso utwn, w- 1ze o e rna es 
Segment; a- Elastic constant; �- Cwvature Constant, y- Image Energy Constant; L- Level 

B. Overall Statistics 
By maintaining above mentioned standard protocol suite, the 

pap-smear images are taken randomly from 20 female subjects 
including 10 normal and 10 abnormal subjects. The dataset 
comprises of total 100 single cell pap-smear images i.e:, 5 
images from each subject. The analys1s of pat1ent 
characteristics based on clinico-demographic information of 
the collected pap-smear images is demonstrated in TABLE I. 

C. Ground Truth Annotation 
Ground truth annotation of medical images is performed by 

the medical experts using manual segmentation for abnormality 
identification. However, manual segmentation may result in 
subjective biasness and uncertainty in the annotation. To 
alleviate with the difficult of subjective biasness, in our study, 
five sets of suspicious nucleus region are manual segmented by 
five research members using the help of well-known GNU 
Image Manipulation Program (GIMP) [15] annotation tool. The 
foreground pixels (i.e., nucleus region) are represented w1th 
intensity value as 1 and the background pixels (i.e., cytoplasm 
and remaining part) are represented with intensity value 0. The 
final ground truth image is generalized depending upon on the 
maximum voting policy scheme. This is generally performed 
using a threshold value, T. Thus pixel in the (i,j) location of 
resultant ground truth image is considered as foreground p1xel 
if at least T (in our analysis we have considered the value of T 
as 3) number of research members included it as a foreground 
pixel. As a result, the final ground truth image is the result of 
the most comprehensive agreement among all techmc1ans. The 
final ground truth images of suspicious nucleus region of each 
pap-smear image obtained using maximum voting policy 
scheme are provided in .jpg format with the dataset. The sample 
images of proposed dataset are displayed in Fig. 1. 

III. METHOD: ANALYSIS OF AGMC-TU PAP SMEAR 
CYTOLOGICAL IMAGE DATASET 

In this section, analysis of our AGMC-TU Pap Smear 
Cytological Image Dataset is performed in two major groups: 
normal and abnormal. The detailed description of the analys1s 
is provided below. 

A. Pre-Processing of Cytological Pap-Smear Images 
For abnormality detection of cervico-vaginal pap-smear 

images, sharp boundaries between nucleus and cytoplasm are 
required to be defined. The microscopic images are usually 
poor quality color images which are stained to color the cells 
and are thus affected by noise. To adjust the contrast between 
cell nucleus and cytoplasm for subsequent processing, the 
original pap-smear images are converted into gray scale images 
and then Contrast-Limited Adaptive Histogram Equahzatwn 
(CLAHE) method [16] is used for further enhancement. 
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TABLE III 
OVER AND UNDER SEGMENTATION MEASUREMENTS FOR ACCURATE 

EXTRACTION OF NUCLEUS REGION 
Se mentation Methods 

A clive Contour Model [22 
Mean Shift [20] 
U-Net [27] 
Oseg- Over Segmentation; Useg- Under Segmentation 

B. Suspicious Nucleus Region (Region of Interest) 
Segmentation 

For shape features extraction from the proposed dataset, 
effective nucleus segmentation from the holistic pap-smear 
images is an important task. In our study, we have done 
comparison of some segmentation methods so as to identify the 
most efficient method for segmentation of nucleus regions from 
the holistic pap-smear images. The nine well-known 
segmentation methods used in our study are: K-Means 
clustering method (KM) [17]; Fuzzy C-Means clustenng 
method (FCM) [18]; Region Growing method (RG) [19]; Mean 
Shift method (MS) [20]; Otsu's Thresholding method (OT) [21]; 
Active Contour method (ACM) [22], Fractional-Order 
Darwinian Particle Swarm Optimization method (FODPSO) 
[23]; Expectation Maximization method (EM) [24] and Kapur 
Thresholding method (KT) [25], SegNet [26], and U-Net [27]. 

TABLE II reports the experiment results of the above 
mentioned segmentation methods on nucleus regions 
segmentation from the pap-smear images. The performance of 
the aforementioned segmentation methods is measured in terms 
of seven pixel level measurement metrics with respect to the 
ground truth images. These metrics are: Recall (Re ), Precision 
(Pr), Jaccard Index (JI), F-Measure (FM), Dice Similarity 
Coefficient (DSC), and Accuracy (ACC). The associated 
parameters against each of the segmentation methods are also 
listed in Table 2. The parameters fixation of the clustering 
based segmentation methods (i.e., K-Means [ 17], Fuzzy C
Means [18], Mean Shift methods [20] and Expectation 
Maximization method (EM) [24]) are selected against the 
value(s) for which the !-index is maximum [42]. Conversely for 
the remaining six segmentation methods, the parameters are 
empirically set based on trial and error method. From the 
experimental result as shown in TABLE II, it can be observed 
that although Mean shift segmentation method [20] obtamed 
noticeable result as per precision value but in comparison to all 
the similarity metrics it can be concluded that active contour 
model [22] with parameters Elastic constant (a)� 1; Curvature 
Constant (�) � 1 and Energy Constant (y) � 1.2 have more 
similarity and less error difference between the ground truths 
and machine segmented outputs. Also, we have noticed that 
active contour model [22], Mean Shift [20], and U-Net [27] are 
the three outer performed methods. Furthermore for effective 
segmentation of the nucleus regions, we have further compared 
these three outer performed methods so as indicated above m 
terms of over segmentation and under segmentatiOn 
measurement [43]. TABLE III reports the over segmentation 
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Fig. 2 Framework for the State-of-the-art CNN Architecture as a Fixed feature Extraction Method and Classification 

(Oseg) and under segmentation (Useg) measurement of the 
three outer performed segmentation techniques. From TABLE 
III, it can be observed that active contour model [22] 
outerperforms the remaining two segmentation methods in 
terms of lower values of Oseg and Useg metrics. It, can be 
considered as the outperformed method for accurate extraction 
of nucleus region. 

C. Feature Extraction and Asymmetric Analysis 
In our proposed analysis, we have extracted two types of 

features i.e., conventional shape features and deep based 
features. The details of these two types of features extracted 
from the pap-smear images are provided below. 

Conventional Shape Feature Extraction from Segmented 
Nucleus Region. In our work, after segmenting the regions of 
interest (i.e., nucleus regions) from the holistic pap-smear 
images using greedy active contour model (ACM) [22], eleven 
features based on the nucleus shapes are extracted from the 
segmented images. These features with Feature IDs are: F I: 
Nucleus Area; F2: Nucleus Perimeter; F3: Equivalent Diameter; 
F4: Major Axis Length; F5: Minor Axis Length; F6: Nucleus 
Roundness, F7: Convex Area; F8: Elongation; F9: Eccentricity; 
F lO: Solidity; F l l : Extent. These features are together named 
as combination of all shape feature set (FSCOM) and is 
represented as: 

FSCOM �{F10 F2, F3, F4, F,, F6, F7, F8, F9, F10, F11} (I) 

The mean and standard deviation of the aforementioned 
extracted feature set (FSCOM) for normal (50 samples) and 
abnormal (50 samples) cell images are listed in TABLE IV 
After extraction of these II shape feature set (FSCOM), 
statistical significant test based asymmetric analysis has been 
done between two categories of cells (i.e., normal and abnormal 
cells) for discriminating features selection that can characterize 
the difference between these cells. To figure out the most 
relevant discriminative features, Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon 
(MWW) test [28] has been performed between these two 
categories of cells with significance levels of 0.1 %. In TABLE 
IV, the significance of each considered shape feature values are 
approximated in terms of the null hypothesis. Depending upon 
the phenomenon that the nucleus regions are comparatively 
higher with respect to the normal cells, the null hypothesis is 
defined as the shape features of the abnormal cell images are 
approximately larger than the shape features of the normal cell 
images. The shape features whose p-value<O.OOI are 
considered to be significant statistically and the features, p
value>O.OOI are considered to be irrelevant. Among these 
eleven extracted shape features, the null hypothesis is accepted 
by the six shape based features and are together named as 
statistically significant feature set (FSSSIG). These features are 
represented as: 

FSSSIG={F10 F2, F3, F4, F,, F7} (2) 

45 

TABLE IV 
ASYMMETRIC ANALYSIS OF PAP- SMEAR CELLS BASED ON SHAPE FEATURES 

EXTRACTED FROM THE REGION OF INTEREST (NUCLEUS REGION) FOR 
STATISTICAL SIGNIFICANT FEATURE SELECTION 

Shape -----------Asymmetric Analysis------ Significant Test 
Features Normal cell Abnonnal cell 

p value p<O.OOl 
(Mean± SD) (Mean±SD) 

F1(NA) 456.94±250.10 4029.78±1410.06 2.3480e-06 SSig 
Fz (NP) 243.32±125.46 404.24± 228.73 1.3491 e-07 SSig 
F,(ED) 99.80±26.57 304.52 ± 83.42 2.4573-05 SSig 
F,(MAJ) 21.89 ± 5.99 69.18 ±19.37 1.7568-03 SSig 
F5(MIN) 26.28 ± 7.35 84.53 ± 24.69 3.23 l l e-02 SSig 
Fo(NR) 0.11 ± 0.39 0.02 ± 0.01 0.3410 S!Sig 
F1(CA) 18.87 ± 5.37 58.52 ± 17.71 8.8345e-03 SSig 
Fs(EL) 0.59 ± 0.21 0.7262 ± 0.13 0.3001 S!Sig 
F9(EC) 0.76 ± 0.17 0.66 ± 0.16 0.3478 S!Sig 
F10(SO) 0.03 ± 0.02 0.01 ± 0.02 0.9352 S!Sig 
Fn(EX) 0.02± 0.01 0.01 ±0.02 0.5673 S!Sig 

NA- Nucleus Area; NP- Nucleus Perimeter; ED- Equivalent Diameter; 1.1AJ
Major Axis Length; 1.1IN- Minor Axis Le:r:g_th; CA- Co�v_ex Area; NR- Nucl�us 
Roundness; EL- Elongation; EC- Eccentnc1ty; So- Sohd1ty; EX- Extent; SS!g
Statistically Significant Feature; SISig- Statistically Insignificant Feature 

On the otherhand, for selection of differentiating features 
automatically, relief based feature selection method [29] has 
been used. This method usually computes the score against 
each extracted shape feature and consider the top most scored 
features as the differentiating features. It has been noticed from 
effective study that considering the value 5 (five) as the rank 
value beginning from I (one) observed to be generating 
maximum accuracy for cell classification. In our analysis, we 
have considered these 5 features as automatically significant 
feature set (FSRBSIG). These features are represented as: 

FSRBSIG={F" F2, F3, F4, F,} (3) 

Thus we have extracted three conventional feature sets 
from the segmented nucleus region i.e., FSCOM, FSSSIG and 
FSRBSIG. 

Deep Feature Extraction from Holistic and Segmented 
Pap-Smear Images. From literature, we have adopted seven 
state-of-the-art CNN models pre-trained on ImageNet dataset 
[30] and used them as a fixed feature extraction method where 
the fully connected layer from the architecture is eliminated 
while retaining the remaining portion of the network. These 
CNN models are: VGGI6 [31], VGG 19 [31], AlexNet [32], 
GoogleNet [33], Inception-V3 [34] and ResNetl O l  [35]. In the 
present scope, we have used these aforementioned CNN 
models for extraction of features from both the holistic pap
smear cytological images (DEEPHFs) and segmented pap-smear 
cytological images (DEEPsFs) in RGB palette for 
understanding the perception capability of deep CNN models 
for effective classification of abnormal pap-smear images from 
the normal cell images. Fig. 2 sketches the overall 
diagrammatic representation of the adoption of the CNN
architectures as a fixed feature extraction method in our 
proposed work. From analysis, we have observed that VGG 16 
[29] provides an improvement (i.e., in terms of classification 
accuracy) on our dataset over the remaining six pre-trained 
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TABLE V 
CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY OF CELL lMAGES (NORMAL AND ABNORMAL) BASED ON EXTRACTED CONVENTIONAL FEATURE SET 

----------------------------------------------Conventional Shape Feature Set-----------------------------------------

Classifier ----------------FSCOM-------------- ----------------FSSSIG--------------- ---------------- FSRBSIG---------------

Accuracy Specificity Sensitivity Accuracy Specificity Sensitivity Accuracy Specificity Sensitivity 
SVM [36] 89.97% 89.10% 88.14% 96.37% 95.70% 96.32% 95.88% 96.75% 95.93% 
RF [37] 84.52% 84.24% 84.31% 93.56% 95.32% 94.83% 91.00% 95.92% 90.20% 
DT [38] 82.76% 82.61% 82.32% 89.64% 84.31% 83.67% 88.65% 83.96% 81.45% 
KNN [39] 81.36% 81.84% 81.41% 95.16% 92.45% 94.86% 92.21% 91.84% 92.16% 
NB [40] 85.54% 84.44% 85.26% 96.24% 95.37% 93.75% 94.16% 91.76% 92.16% 
ANN r4Il 87.25% 87.47% 87.00% 96.45% 95.70% 96.36% 95.64% 95.12% 96.14% 
Boldface and Underlmed. Most Outer Performed Conventwnal Shape Feature Set 

TABLE VI 
CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY OF CELL 1M AGES (PAP-SMEAR) BASED ON EXTRACTED DEEP FEATURE SET FROM HOLISTIC 1M AGES (DEEPHFs) AND SEGMENTED 

NUCLEUS REGION (DEEPsFs) 
----------------------------------------Deep Extracted Shape Feature Set------------------------------------

Classifier ------------------------DEEPHFs--------------------- --------------------------DEEPsFs----------------------

SVM 
RF 
DT 
KNN 
NB 
ANN 

[36] 
[37] 
[38] 
[39] 
[40] 
[41] 

Accuracy 

98.22% 
93.33% 
89.12% 
96.11% 
97.32% 
96.73% 

Specificity Sensitivity 

98.39% 98.05% 
90.00% 96.18% 
88.56% 86.49% 
96.87% 96.00% 
98.43% 96.54% 
95.31% 97.27% 

Accuracy Specificity Sensitivity 

93.76% 98.00% 90.32% 
84.56% 94.12% 84.22% 
87.56% 83.32% 90.41% 
92.49% 96.21% 86.54% 
91.02% 95.52% 86.10% 
93.21% 96.43% 93.00% 

Boldface and Underlmed- Most Outer Performed Deep Feature Set 

CNN models. Thus, in our present study, we have reported the 
performance of VGG16 [31] pre-trained model as a feature 
extraction module for classification of two types of pap-smear 
images (i.e., normal and abnormal). 
D. Classification ofNonnal and Abnormal Cells 

Automatic normal and abnormal cells classification are 
essential for automatic prediction of any disease abnormality. 
In this section, we have used the mentioned feature sets for cells 
classification: FSCOM, FSSSIG, FSRBSIG, DEEPHFs, and 
DEEPsFs. 

In our experiment, we have used 50 normal and 50 abnormal 
pap-smear images from our proposed dataset. Each of the 
aforementioned feature sets were independently fed to six well
known classifier models i.e., Support Vector Machine (SVM), 
Random Forest (RF), Decision Tree (DT), K-Nearest 
Neighbour (KNN) algorithm, Naive Bayes (NB) and Artificial 
Neural Network (ANN) [36]-[41]. In this study, we used a 
linear kernel to evaluate the performance of an SVM classifier. 
For the KNN classifier, the best number of neighbours K �2 is 
used to determine classification accuracy. The LDA and NB 
classifiers, on the other hand, do not require any parameter 
adjustment. Furthermore, the maximum number of splits for the 
DT classifier is set to 4, while the maximum number of decision 
trees for the RF classifier is set to 20. Moreover, for ANN, 
prediction accuracy is performed for 10 hidden layers. The 
accuracy, sensitivity and specificity of the aforementioned 
feature sets for the best suited parameters as mentioned above 
are shown in TABLE V and VI. In comparison to three 
conventional feature set (i.e. FSCOM, FSSSIG and FSRBSIG), 
different classifiers have shown their best performances with 
Statistically Significant Feature Set (FSSSIG) with an average 
accuracy, specificity and sensitivity of 94.57%, 93.14%, and 
93.30% respectively for all the used classifiers. Moreover 
Automatically Selected Significant Feature Set (FSRBSIG) 
have also shown noticeable classification performance as 
compared to combined Shape feature Set (FSCOM) with an 
average accuracy, specificity and sensitivity of 92.93%, 92.56% 

and 91.34% respectively. Also it can be observed that among 
these five feature sets, deep learning based feature extraction 
(i.e., DEEPHFS and DEEPsFs) shows noticeable classification 
performance as compared to conventional feature set (i.e., 
FSCOM, FSSSIG, and FSRBSIG). Conversely, in comparison 
to deep based feature sets, features based on holistic cytological 
images (DEEPHFs) shows best classification performance with 
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respect to all the classifiers with an average accuracy, 
specificity and sensitivity of 95.13%, 94.59% and 95.09% 
respectively. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

Cervical cancer is considered to be the pervasive forms of 
cancer mostly suffered by the female population worldwide. In 
this paper, role of feature extraction and selection from pap
smear images in improving the accuracy for pap-smear cell 
image classification has been highlighted. The analysis has 
been carried out through creation of a new pap-smear image 
dataset from female populations of! ow resource cervical cancer 
prone regions. Experimental results reveal that in comparison 
to all the feature sets, deep features extracted from both holistic 
pap-smear images (DeepHFs) have shown noticeable results in 
comparison to the other considered four sets of features and are 
considered to be efficiently classify the pap-smear cells in two 
major categories (i.e., normal and abnormal). 
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